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Modern naval warfare has been increasingly dependent upon the
acoustic silencing of the participants. Constrained viscoelastic layer
damping of vibrating elements is one method which can be used to meet
acoustic silencing goals. This paper considers constrained viscoelastic
layer damping treatments applied to a thick aluminum plate, including
single layer, double layer, a milled pocket plate, and a milled "floating
element" configuration. High modal damping values were obtained for
each damping configuration. The Modal Strain Energy method, using
finite element analysis to estimate modal loss factors, was investigated for
use as a tool in constrained viscoelastic layer damping design. A
comparison of experimentally measured frequency response and modal
loss factors with those predicted by the modal strain energy method is
presented to confirm the possible use of the modal strain energy method as
a design tool.
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Modem naval warfare, especially undersea warfare, depends heavily
on the vessel being acoustically silent. A major source of radiated noise is
the vibration of shipboard components. The reduction of these vibrations is
of utmost importance if a ship is to accomplish its mission. One method of
vibration damping that shows promise in damping over a broad spectrum
of low frequency vibration is constrained viscoelastic layer damping. The
constrained viscoelastic layer method uses shear deformation in
viscoelastic material to absorb and dissipate the vibrational energy of the
system in question. Unfortunately the design and analysis of such
constrained viscoelastic layer systems is difficult, due in ?art to the
following:
* The material properties of viscoelastic damping materials vary
greatly with temperature and frequency.
* Closed form solutions to the equations of motion exist only for beams
and plates with simple boundary conditions.
* The necessity for large amounts of computer storage and CPU time to
conduct finite element analysis of constrained viscoelastic layer
damping systems because of a large number of elements and the
variation of material properties with frequency.
A finite element technique developed by Johnson and Kienholz
known as the Modal Strain Energy (MSE) method uses structural strain
energy to approximate the damping of a structure with an applied
constrained viscoelastic damping system [Ref. 1]. Previous work by Maurer
addressed the effectiveness of the MSE method for two damped plate
configurations: 1) a simple sandwich configuration, and 2) a plate with a
milled pocket with damping material inserted and a welded cover plate
acting as a constraining layer [Ref.2]. Difficulties with the welded cover
plate were reported because during welding, the cover plate warped and
delaminated itself from the damping material, resulting in negligible
damping [Ref. 2].
B. PURPOSE
For certain naval applications the components th be diamped will be
thick in construction and may be exposed to an unfriendly environment.
This paper addresses the experimental testing and analysis of four thick
aluminum plates, each with a different constrained viscoelastic layer
damping treatment.
This research further investigated the pocket plate configuration and
also investigated a constrained viscoelastic layer damping system using
two separate layers of damping material. In addition, a second milled plate
using a "floating element" in conjunction with constrained layer damping
was tested. The MSE method is used to analyze each of the structures, and
2
its accuracy and usefulness as a possible design tool are investigated.
Although the intended use of the MSE method is the design of complex
damping structures, simple plate geometries were used to facilitate the




Viscoelastic materials of interest for general naval applications are
polymeric compounds made up of long molecular chains. These molecular
chains can be strongly, or weakly, linked together, depending on their
chemical composition and processing. The damping characteristics of
viscoelastic arise from the deformation and recovery of the polymer
network. Material properties of a viscoelastic material vary with
temperature and frequency. As such, the damping characteristics of a
system will vary as its operating environment changes. [Ref. 3]
Temperature will have the greatest effect on the material properties
of damping materials [Ref. 3]. This effect is shown in Figure 2.1, where
four distinct regions are observed. The lowest temperature region is the
glassy region where the material's storage modulus is at its maximum
value, and the loss factor is at a minimum. In the glassy region the
modulus decreases slowly with temperature increase, whereas the loss
factor increases rapidly with temperature. The second region is the
transition region where the modulus decreases rapidly with increasing
temperature and the loss factor reaches its peak value. The third region is
the rubbery region where both the modulus and loss factor are at low values
and show little variation with temperature. The fourth, and last, region is
the flow region and characterizes the behavior of some materials, mostly
4
ceramics, at high temperatures. It should be noted that the transition
region may vary in width from 20 'C up to a width of 200 'C. [Ref. 3]
The effect of frequency on viscoelastic materials is not as great as that
of temperature. The modulus of the viscoelastic always increases with
increasing frequency. The loss factor will initially increase with frequency,
then peak, and subsequently decrease as frequency increases. A plot of
storage modulus and loss factor versus frequency is shown in Figure 2.2. It
should be noted that this plot is over a range of approximately ten decades,
and hence it becomes obvious that a temperature change of a couple degrees
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Figure 2.2. Variation of viscoelastic material properties
with frequency and constant temperature [Ref. 3].
Linear viscoelastic materials behave in a hysteretic manner under
cyclic excitation. Therefore, the mechanical behavior of a viscoelastic
material during steady state vibration is best described by using a complex
stiffness, k* [Ref. 3].
k* = k(1 + iTO (2.1)
where,
71 = material loss factor
6
The use of a complex stiffness then leads to the use of a complex Young's
modulus and shear modulus [Ref. 3].
E* = E(1 + ii) (2.2)
G* = G(1 + ii) (2.3)
This concept of the complex modulus is used in subsequent analysis.
Viscoelastic material properties are commonly displayed using a
"reduced frequency nomogram." The reduced frequency nomogram
displays the variation of the viscoelastic material's loss factor and modulus
with temperature and frequency. The "reduced frequency", fat, is an
empirically determined function that accounts for the viscoelastic's
temperature and frequency dependence, and allows data for wide range of
temperature and frequencies to be plotted on the same graph [Ref 4]. The
reduced frequency nomogram for 3M ISD - 112 is shown in Figure 2.3. To
find the loss factor and modulus using the nomogram, enter with the
desired temperature and frequency. Follow the frequency line horizontally
and the temperature line diagonally down the page until the two intersect.
Then go vertically up or down to intersect the shear modulus or loss factor
curves. Finally, read the value of the shear modulus or loss factor
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B. CONSTRAINED VISCOELASTIC LAYER DAMPING
A simple constrained layer damping treatment consists of a base
layer (the structure to be damped), a damping layer, and the constraining
layer. This configuration is shown in Figure 2.4 with the thicknesses of the




Figure 2.4. Simple constrained viscoelastic layer configuration.
The physical mechanism of damping can be explained by referring to
Figure 2.4. When the base layer is deformed in a mode of vibration, the
surface away from the neutral axis elongates, stretching the viscoelastic
material. The top layer, being a stiff elastic material, tends not to elongate,
and thereby "constrains" the viscoelastic material. Consequently, the cyclic
motions of vibration induce a cyclic shearing strain in the viscoelastic.
This cyclic shearing strain, together with its associated hysteresis loop
cause the vibrational energy to be dissipated as heat. For the constraining
layer to be effective, its stiffness should not exceed that of the base layer.
[Ref. 4 & 5]
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C. SYSTEM EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Continuous systems, such as plates, possess distributed
characteristics of mass, damping, and stiffness. Classical vibration
analysis of such systems involves the formation of a mathematical model
that discretizes the system into a finite number of components in order to
approximate the total system. Such a formulation results in the following
equation:
[M] (k(t)) + [C] (x(t)) + [K] (x(t)) = (F(t)) (2.4)
where,
[M] = system mass matrix
[C] = system damping matrix
[K] = system stiffness matrix
{F(t)} = external excitation vector
{x(t)} = displacement vector
For an undamped system without excitation, the above equation reduces to
the eigenvalue problem.
[M] (k(t)) + [K] (x(t)) = 0 (2.5)
This equation is then transformed to modal space using the linear
transformation:
{x(t)) =[] (q(t)) (2.6)
10
where,
[0] = modal matrix
{q(t)) = modal response vector
Using this linear transformation the equation of motion can then be solved
for the undamped modal frequencies and mode shapes.
To solve for the frequency response of a damped system, the linear
transformation is applied to equation (2.4):
[M] [0] {(4(t)} + [C] [0] {(4(t)) + [K] [0] {q(t)) = (F(t)) (2.7)
Assuming that the damping matrix [C] is proportional to a linear
combination of the stiffness matrix [K] and mass matrix [M], the damping
matrix can then be diagonalized using the same linear transformation
used to diagonalize [K] and [M] in equation (2.5) above. The diagonal terms
of the damping matrix then become (licoi), where i1i equals the modal loss
factor and coi is the natural frequency of the ith mode [Ref. 1] . Using this
approximate diagonal damping matrix results in a system of uncoupled
modal equations of motion:
qj(t) + T1i cli(t) + oi2qi(t) = fi(t) (2.8)
where,
Ci(t) = modal acceleration of ith mode
q(t) = modal velocity of ith mode
qj(t) = modal displacement of ith mode
h= modal loss factor of ith mode
11
= ith natural frequency
fi(t) = modal force in ith mode
j=
Assuming that a sinusoidal excitation produces a sinusoidal response,
(fit)) = (f)eiC' {q(t)) = (Q)ejO (2.9)
the response for the ith mode is then solved to be:
Q (2.10)O42 - 0 + jqiliCo
Subsequently, the response of the physical system can be found using:
(x(t)) =[4j {Q)ejA (2.11)
D. MODAL STRAIN ENERGY ME1HOD
The equations of motion used to define the response of a system with
viscoelastic materials need a complex eigenvalue analysis. However, the
actual solution of these equations may be quite difficult. This is especially
true when the system to be analyzed is comprised of materials whose
properties vary with both temperature and frequency. Finite element
techniques are generally used to compute the response of complicated
systems. However, for the case of varying material properties many time
consuming and costly runs must be made with the material properties
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changing at each frequency increment [Ref. 1]. In addition to the costly
analysis of a single design configuration, changes in design options, design
requirements, of the search for an optimum design can make the expense
of finite element analysis too great. The development of the Modal Strain
Energy (MSE) method by Johnson and Kienholz, however, makes the finite
element analysis of complex viscoelastically damped structures a viable
option [Ref. 1].
The MSE method assumes that a damped structure can be
represented by the normal modes of the associated undamped system if
appropriate damping terms are inserted into the uncoupled modal
equations of motion (eqn 2.8) [Ref. 1]. The MSE method further assumes
that the damping matrix of equation (2.4) can be diagonalized by the same
real modal matrix that diagonalizes the system mass and stiffness
matrices of equation (2.4).
The modal loss factors of equation (2.8) are calculated using the
undamped mode shapes and material loss factors for each material. Since
the material loss factors of the structure to be damped and the constraining
layers are quite small compared to those of common viscoelastic cores, the
modal loss factors can be estimated using the following equation [Ref. 1]:
T (r) = (r VW )1 Vr) (2.12)
V(r)
where,
1(r) - system loss factor in the rth mode
13
T() = material loss factor of viscoelastic core at the r
natural frequency
V(r ) = strain energy in the viscoelastic core at rth mode
V(r) = strain energy in the entire structure at rth mode
The modal strain energies can be obtained for finite element analysis, and
are a standard output option of the NASTRAN finite element code [Ref. 7].
The modal frequency response of the structure is then calculated
using the modal loss factors found in equation (2.12). When computing the
modal frequency response of a damped structure, the modal properties in
the system matrices are assumed to be constant. However, viscoelastic
materials have storage moduli which are frequency dependent. To account
for this frequency dependence, Johnson and Kienholz devised the following
correction factor to be applied to the modal loss factors calculated in




T(r) = corrected modal loss factor at the r mode
G2(fr) viscoelastic shear modulus at the rth modal
frequency
G2,ref = reference viscoelastic shear modulus used in the
frequency response calculation
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IL DESIGN OF DAMPED PLATES
A. GENERAL SPECIMEN CONFIGURATIONS
For experimental testing and analysis purposes, four different, yet
related, constrained layer damping treatments were selected in addition to
an undamped "reference" plate. Two of the damping configurations were
simple sandwich treatments consisting of one and two viscoelastic layers
respectively. Another treatment was the "pocket plate" which was
previously investigated by Maurer [Ref. 2]. The pocket plate was made from
a solid plate which was then milled to accept damping material and a cover
plate. The final damping treatment was a "floating element" configuration
consisting of a solid plate milled to accept a double layer of damping
material and a welded cover plate. Section views of these damping
configurations are shown in Figure 3.1.
The purpose of the pocket plate is to protect the viscoelastic material
from materials such as oil and salt water, which may harm the
viscoelastic. Since previous attempts at using a welded cover plate were
unsuccessful due to the heat of welding causing a delamination between
the damping material and cover plate [Ref. 2], it was decided to move the
viscoelastic material from the welding point by recessing it into a shallow
pocket of its own as shown in Figure 3.1.
The "floating element" concept evolved because the welded cover plate
of the pocket plate configuration does not produce the damping reaction that
a true constraining layer would provide. If the cover plate is welded to the
15
surrounding structure it cannot deform in bending as much as an
unwelded constraining layer, thereby causing a reduction in the damping
capability of the system. By using a piece of metal in the milled pocket with
dimensions slightly smaller than the surrounding pocket, along with two
layers of viscoelastic and a welded cover plate, a true constraining layer
effect should be obtained. This configuration is shown in Figure 3.1.
Single layer configuration
S . .Double layer configuration
Milled "pocket plate"
___ !Z__Z __Z ___J Plate with "floating element"
Figure 3.1. Generalized damping treatment configurations.
In order to approximate a possible system to be damped, a plate with
large dimensions was selected. The dimensions of the plates used for the
damping treatments are 114.3 cm (45 in) in length and 38.1 cm (15 in) in
width. In addition, possible naval applications for this type of damping
would probably consist of thick plate members. For this reason it was also
decided that thick plates would be used for the damping treatments. All the
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base plates and constraining layers were made of a standard 6061-T6
aluminum alloy. The design and selection of viscoelastic layer, base layer,
and constraining layer thicknesses is discussed in the following sections.
B. DESIGN OF THE SINGLE DAMPING LAYER CONFIGURATION
In an attempt to approximate system loss factors and hence
determine viscoelastic and constraining layer thicknesses for maximum
damping, a method dereloped by Nashif [Ref. 9] based on an analysis of
simple sandwich damping systems by Ross, Kerwin, and Ungar [Ref. 10]
was used. The Ross - Kerwin - Ungar (RKU) equations are base of the




Figure 3.2. Elements of a simple sandwich damping system.
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To find the loss factors of the damped system, the flexural rigidity of
the system must first be determined. For the above system, the flexural
rigidity, El, is written as [Ref. 9]:
EI = E1H E2 H + -E + E1 H1 D2
12 12 12
+ E2H2(H 2 1 - D)2+ E 3HJ(H31 - D?
[ E2H E H3 - D~l!~z
-" + 2 - D) + E3H(H 31 - D 1+ g (3.1)
where,
E2H4H 21  1 + g(E2H 2H 21 + E 3H 3H 31)D = 2(3.2)
E1H1 + E 2H 2 + g(E1Hj + E2H 2 + E3H 3)2
H 31 = H, + H 3 + H 2  (3.3)2
H21 = H1 + H 2  (3.4)2
g= G2(1.5)
E3H 3H 2K 2
E = Young's modulus
G = Shear modulus
I = second moment of area
H = thickness of member
K 2 = wave number
Subscripts refer to the layers lab-led in Figure 3.1
No subscript refers to the composite system
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For a simply supported plate the wave numbers and modal frequencies are
found using [Ref.9]:
= EH g (3.6)12(1- v-Hp(
KF (,, f+ (M,)2(3.7)
where,
a = semi-wave length of the plate
b = semi-wave width of the plate
v = Poisson's ratio of the composite plate
p = density of the composite plate
g, = gravitational constant
To introduce damping into the equations it is necessary to use the
complex modulus concept expressed in Section II. Substituting the
appropriate expressions for the complex shear and Young's modulus into
equations (3.1), and assuming that damping in the base layer, (il), is
small, and that the extensional stiffness of the damping layer is small
(since E 2 << E1 and E2 << E 3 ), the following expressions can be arrived at
[Ref.9]:




EH371 = E3H-3T13 + 12 2(x - --a6 (3.9)
C2 + d
where,
c = gE1H1E3HAHlIc(1 -11213) + d(112 + T13 ) + j[c(t12 + T13)1) (3.10)
13 = E1H1E2H2H31 [c + dT12 + i(ct12 - d)] (3.11)
a= 2gE2H2E3H3H21H31 I c( - 212t13 - d) + d(2T12 +2T13 - T122q3) (3.12)
J+ jc(2r12 + T13 -1122nl3) - d(l - 21j2TI3 2 I~]
c = EIHI(1 + g) + gE3H3(1 - 1213) (3.13)
d = gE1H 1712 + gE3H3(rj2 + 113) (3.14)
j = fT (3.15)
These equations were then applied to estimate the loss factors of the simple
three-layer sandwich plate. The equations can be simplified by assuming
that damping in the constraining layer (713) is negligible [Ref.9].
Since the boundary conditions for the plate used in this research
(free-free-free-free) do not correspond to the simply supported conditions on
which equation (3.7) is based, modal frequencies for the free-free case were
estimated using results from finite element analysis of a free-free plate and
equation (3.6). The natural frequencies of an undamped plate with the
dimensions previously given, and a thickness of 1.91 cm (0.75 in) were
found using a normal mode extraction in NASTRAN. By substituting these
modal frequencies into equation (3.6) and estimate of the wave parameter
for each mode, K , was obtained. Then, by using an iterative procedure
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outlined in Reference [9], modal loss factors were estimated for different
layer thicknesses over a temperature range of 0.0 00 to 37.8 'C (30 IF to
100 OF).
The previous equations are easily programmed to compute loss
factors for a wide variety of conditions. The variation of viscoelastic
material properties with temperature and frequency was accounted for
using a curve-fit to the reduced frequency nomogram developed by Drake
[Ref. 11 ]. The material data for the following curve-fit equations is from the
University of Dayton Research Institute [Ref. 12].
2 log, -4M R O M 1]
logo(M) = logj (ML) + [2 ML IJ (3.16)
[1 + (FROMf]I FR l
log, (ETA) = log, (ETAFROL)
+ 1-C[A(SL + SH) + (SL - SHhI - + A (3.17)
2
log, o(FR) = log, dF) - 12(T - TO) (3.18)(525 + T- T()
A = log1 o(FR) - log, o(FROL) (3.19)
C
where,
M = viscoelastic modulus
ETA = viscoelastic material loss factor
FR = reduced frequency (Hz)
F = frequency (Hz)
T = temperature (OF)
21
and,
T = 40 'C (104 °F)
FROM = 2.0x10 4 Hz
MROM = 4.75x10 6 Pa (688.94 psi)
n = 0.275




FROL = 5000 Hz
C=2.5
In addition to the above constants, a Poisson's ratio of 0.49 and a density of
0.909 gram per cubic centimeter (0.035 Ibm/in 3 ) was used for ISD-112
[Ref.12]. The following material properties were used for 6061-T6
aluminum [Ref.1 3].
E =70 GPa (10xl0 6 psi)
v = 0.33
p = 2.7 gm/cm 3 (0.0968 lbm/in 3 )
Using the previous equations and material properties, a computer
program was written to compute estimated modal loss factors and
frequencies for a variety of base layer, viscoelastic layer, and constraining
layer thicknesses. A listing of this program appears in Appendix A.
Modal loss factors were computed for base layer thicknesses of 9.53 mm
22
(0.375 in) to 19.05 mm (0.75 in) in 3.18 mm (0.125 in) increments. For each
base layer thickness, the viscoelastic thickness was varied from 0.38 mm
(0.015 in) to 1.52 mm (0.060 in) in 0.38 mm increments, and the
constraining layer thickness was varied from 1.59 mm (0.0625 in) to
6.35 mm (0.25 in) in 1.59 mm increments. In addition, loss factors were
also computed for a viscoelastic thickness of 0.127 mm (0.005 in). From the
results of the analysis, a carpet plot [Ref. 3], was made for each of the base
layer conditions. The carpet plot reflects, for the the first mode, the
maximum loss factor and its corresponding temperature for each
viscoelastic layer/constraining layer thickness configuration. The carpet
plot for a base layer thickness of 12.7 mm (0.50 in) is shown in Figure 3.3.
Based on the carpet plots and a desire for maximum damping, as well as a
system which could be moved easily, a base layer thickness of 12.7 mm
(0.50 in), a viscoelastic thickness of 0.38 mm (0.015 in), and a constraining
layer thickness of 6.35 mm (0.25 in) was selected. The total system
thickness was approximately 19.05 mm (0.75 in). This total system
thickness would be maintained for all subsequent damping configurations.
To maintain continuity between damping systems, the milled "pocket
plate" was given a viscoelastic thickness of 0.38 mm and a cover plate
thickness of 6.35 mm for a total system thickness of 19.05 mm (0.75 in). In
order to keep the heat of welding away from the viscoelastic material, the
ISD-112 was recessed into a shallow pocket as indicated previously in
Figure 3.1, and as shown in the pocket plate system arrangement in
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Figure 3.3. Carpet plot for a base layer thickness, H1 = 12.7 mm.
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Figure 3.4. General arrangement of the pocket plate configuration.
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C. DESIGN OF THE DOUBLE DAMPING LAYER
The design of the double layer damping system was accomplished
using a modification of the RKU analysis used in the previous section. The
RKU equations are used by working from the top layer of the damping
system down towards the base layer. As shown in Figure 3.5, the H3'
constraining layer along with the H2T viscoelastic layer are combined with
the HI' layer to form a three-layer system. Using the RKU equations, the
stiffness of this system is computed and considered to be the equivalent
stiffness of the top three layers of the total constrained layer damping
system. The top three layers were then considered as a single layer with
the equivalent stiffness previously calculated, and the RKU equations were
again applied to compute estimated modal loss factors for the entire double






Figure 3.5. General configuration of the double
constrained layer system.
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To maintain continuity among all the damping configurations, a
base layer thickness of 12.77 mm (0.50 in) was chosen, and a total system
thickness of 19.05 mm (0.75 in) was maintained. A design for high
damping was then selected by computing modal loss factors for the
constraining and damping layer thickness combinations shown in Table
3.1. The estimated modal loss factors for the first mode of vibration in each
configuration are plotted as shown in Figure 3.6. A listing of the program
used to compute the loss factors is in Appendix B.
From the data presented in Figure 3.6, viscoelastic thickness of
0.38 mm (0.015 in) and constraining layer thicknesses of 3.18 mm (0.125 in)
were selected for the double layer configuration. This particular
configuration estimates high damping over a wider temperature range
than the other thickness combinations.
TABLE 3.1. THICKNESSES USED IN CAWLIATION OF DOUBLE
LAYER MODAL LOSS FACTORS.
Confieuration 1 2 3 4
H2 (mm) 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.76 0.38 1.14
HI' (mm) 3.18 2.38 3.18 2.38 2.38 2.38
H2' (mm) 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.76 1.14 0.38
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Figure 3.6. Modal loss factors for double constrained layer
damping configuration.
The milled "floating element" plate uses the same viscoelastic and
constraining layer thicknesses as the simple two-layer configuration. In a
design similar to that of the pocket plate, the floating element and both
layers of viscoelastic are recessed into a milled opening as shown
previously in Figure 3.1 and further described in the floating element
system configuration of Figure 3.7.
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Experimental testing was performed on each of the four damping
configurations and the undamped reference plate. In order to approximate
the free-free-free-free boundary condition, each plate was suspended from
the roof of the testing chamber using elastic cords as shown in Figure 4.1.
All of the tests were performed in a temperature controlled environmental
chamber which enabled temperatures to be maintained within ±1 0C. The
primary component and user interface was the Hewlett-Packard (HP)
3562A Dynamic Signal Analyzer (DSA). The HP-3562A was used to provide
a swept sine signal to a vibration generator, and analyzed the returning
data signals. The HP-3562A was used to compute the frequency response
and coherence over a range of 50 Hz to 1050 Hz using the discrete Fourier
Transform in the swept sine mode. Ten averages were performed at each
data point using a frequency resolution of 625 mHz per step. The source
level output to the vibration generator was set at 1.5 volts.
A schematic of the testing apparatus is shown in Figure 4.2. Swept
sine source signals were fed from the output jack of the HP-3562A to a
Wilcoxon F3 vibration generator via the piezoelectric output of a Wilcoxon
PA7C power amplifier. The vibration generator was mounted 73.48 cm
(28.93 in) from one end, and 12.7 cm (5.0 in) from the front edge of each
specimen as shown in Figure 4.3. An integral force transducer was
mounted in the base of the vibration generator to measure the force input to
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the plate. This force signa: was then fed to input channel one of the DSA
via a PCB 462-A charge amplifier. Plate accelerations were recorded at
various points using a PCB 303A-03 accelerometer as shown in Figure 4.3.
Acceleration data was fed to input channel two of the DSA via a PCB 482A05
power supply. Frequency response and coherence data was then recorded
on disk for further analysis.
Temperatures within the testing chamber were maintained using a
NESLAB RTE-8 refrigerated circulating bath which pumped fluid through
a small heat exchanger in the testing chamber as shown in Figure 4.2. In
order to accurately monitor the temperature of the plates, a small
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Figure 4.1. Configuration of plate in testing chamber.
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Figure 4.3. View of shaker and accelerometer locations.
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B. TESTING PROCEDURE
1. Undamped reference plate
An undamped, reference, frequency response measurement
was made at a temperature of 15.6 0C (60 IF) to set a standard response by
which to measure the effectiveness of the damping treatments. The
undamped frequency response was recorded over a frequency range of
50 - 1050 Hz using a resolution of 625 mHz per point in the DSA.
2. Damped plate measurements
Frequency response measurements of the damped plates were
made at a temperature of 15.6 °C (60 °F) at several nodes on the plates in
order to capture the damped response of as many modes as possible. A
representation of these nodes is shown in Figure 4.3. Responses were
recorded over a frequency range of 50 - 1050 Hz with a resolution of
625 mHz per point in the DSA. Zoom measurements were also made to
capture better data for certain modes. Modal loss factors were then
estimated from the frequency response and coherence measurements
using a curve-fitting technique described in Reference [141.
C. SINGLE DAMPING LAYER RESULTS
The single damping layer treatment was tested at 4.44 *C (40 IF),
15.6 'C (60 IF), and 26.7 'C (80 OF) so that the effects of temperature on the
damping treatment could be determined. A plot of the single damping
layer frequency response at 15.6 0C is shown in Figure 4.4. The single layer
damping treatment resulted in high damping with modal loss factors
ranging from 0.223 at 53.4 Hz to 0.091 at 876.6 Hz. Due to the coupling of
modes, loss factors for all modes were not measured. The frequency
34
response of the damped plate is characterized by a frequency shift to the left
and a smoothing of the frequency response when compared to the
undamped reference plate. The single layer treatment was especially
effective at reducing the frequency response of a mode cluster between 650
and 950 Hz. The frequency band of this cluster was shifted approximately
200 Hz with the amplitudes of the responses of the modes being
dramatically reduced. The single layer treatment was also effective at
reducing the amplitude of the response peaks over the entire spectrum of
measurement. On average, the highest peaks of the frequency response in
the undamped condition were reduced by 25 decibels, a reduction of 17.8
times.
The effect of temperature on the damping was quite pronounced as
shown in Figure 4.5. As the testing temperature was decreased, the
viscoelastic layer became stiffer and damping levels were increased. A
comparative listing of the loss factors at different temperature is in Table
4.1 and a plot of the modal loss factors is shown in Figure 4.6. Figure 4.5
shows the trend of increased damping with temperature decrease, and a
corresponding shift of modal frequencies to the right as the viscoelastic
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Figure 4.4. Frequency response of the single damping layer at 16.6 *C.
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Figure 4.5. Frequency response of the single damping layer configuration
at different temperatures.
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TABLE 4.L MODAL LOSS FACTORS FOR THE SINGLE DAMPING
LAYER AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURE.
4.44 C (40 OF) 15.6 °C (60 OF) 26.7 0C (80 OF)
f(Hz) n f(Hz) n f (Hz) nU
64.3 0.217 53.7 0223 49.0 0.117
102.8 0.223 89.1 0.145 83.5 0.089
157.4 0.203 138.9 0-172 129.6 0.082
208.4 0.183 188.1 0.184 177.9 0.072
327.5 0.158 301.6 0.120 243.9 0.062
440.1 0.144 424.8 0.109 409.4 0.053
474.9 0.205 476.8 0.111 450.3 0.066
653.1 0.079 608.1 0.067 552.9 0.068
768.0 0.135 644.2 0.069 586.7 0.052
852.0 0.093 72a5 0.130 629.3 0.042
919.0 0.104 817.6 0.081 681.4 0.096
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Figure 4.6. Comparison of modal loss factors for the single layer
configuration at different temperatures.
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D. DOUBLE DAMPING LAYER RESULTS
The double layer damping configuration was also tested at 4.44 °C,
15.6 °C, and 26.7 'C. The frequency response of this configuration at 15.6 °C
as compared to the undamped reference plate is shown in Figure 4.7.
Damping in the double layer configuration is also high, with modal loss
factors ranging form 0.301 at 53.3 Hz to 0.107 at 832.4 Hz. Due to modal
coupling loss factors for all modes were not measured. The frequency
response of the two-layer configuration is also characterized by a dramatic
reduction in response amplitude and a frequency shift to the left. The peak
undamped responses were reduced by an average of 27 decibels, or a
reduction of 22.4 times from the reference condition.
The effect of temperature on the double layer damping treatment is
shown in Figure 4.8. As with the single layer case, damping in the double
layer configuration increased with a decrease in temperature. This
configuration also shows the shift of modal frequencies to the right as
temperature decreases and the viscoelastic becomes stiffer. Modal loss
factors for the double layer configuration are listed in Table 4.2, and are
plotted for comparison in Figure 4.9.
To compare the effectiveness of the single layer and double layer
configurations their frequency responses at 15.6 0C are plotted in Figure
4.10 with a plot comparing modal loss factors in Figure 4.11. The two
responses are quite similar although the double layer configuration does
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TABLE 4.2. MODAL LOSS FACTORS FOR THE DOUBLE LAYER
CONFIGURATION AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURE
4.44 °C (40 OF) 15.6 °C (60 OF) 26.7 °C (80 OF)
£IL 1 n f(Hz) n f(Hz) n
51.9 0.273 55.3 0.301 49.7 0.202
122.5 0.224 87.1 0.215 81.9 0.188
212.7 0.187 142.1 0.217 127.6 0.156
290.5 0.197 190.5 0.212 172.4 0.117
382.7 0.174 297.8 0.139 278.2 0.097
494.2 0.144 366.8 0.154 317.7 0.077
558.2 0.169 419.3 0.125 396.1 0.070
602.2 0.198 441.2 0.100 428.5 0.077
642.4 0.157 618.7 0.098 602.0 0.067
752.8 0.168 680.9 0.096 638.4 0.072
815.4 0.159 715.5 0.060 738.0 0.071
896.3 0.156 832.4 0.107 802.6 0.077
968.3 0.130 846.1 0.050
0.40- 0.40 jM 4.44 OC
S0.20- xx *
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E. POCKET PLATE RFSULTS
The milled pocket plate was constructed as previously shown in
Figure 3.3. The constraining layer, or cover plate, was welded in place
using tack welds in an attempt to keep the damping material away from the
heat of welding, and the cover plate from warping, instead of using a
continuous weld bead as was previously attempted [Ref. 2]. The cover plate
was welded to the base at the corners, at the midpoint of the short side and
at three equally spaced locations along the long dimension as shown in
Figure 4.12. Following welding the plate was tested to ensure that the
viscoelastic had not been damaged by the heat of welding.
Figure 4.12. Location of tack welds on the cover plate
of the pocket plate configuration.
The pocket plate was tested at 15.6 0C (60 *F) and the frequency
response is shown in Figure 4.13. The response indicates that the
viscoelastic layer was not damaged by welding and that good damping was
attained. Modal loss factors ranged from 0.067 at 62.1 Hz to 0.090 at 923 Hz.
Although damping is good, it is approximately half that of the single layer
configuration. One reason for this is that the viscoelastic material does not
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completely cover the base structure. Another reason is the presence of the
welded cover plate. Due to the welded conditions the cover plate cannot
induce shear deformation in the viscoelastic layer as well as a true
constraining layer, and therefore produces less damping than the single
layer configuration. The effects of the welded cover plate are especially felt
in modes below 300 Hz where the frequency response is quite peaked. The
response curve becomes more rounded and the effects of the damping layer
are seen as frequency increases.
The modal loss factors for the pocket plate are listed in Table 4.3 and
are plotted in Figure 4.14. Even though the damping is less than the single
layer, the plate is still adequately damped as shown in the frequency
response plot in Figure 4.13. In this configuration the modal loss factors
remained relatively constant throughout the testing spectrum. The
increase in modal loss factor values above 800 Hz is due primarily to modal
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Figure 4.13. Frequency response of the pocket plate at 15.6 'C (60 'F).
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TABLE 4.3 MODAL LOSS FACTORS FOR THE
POCKET PLATE CONFIGURATION.
f(Hz) f (H) n
62.1 0.067 565.3 0.043
93.4 0.042 625.7 0.047
142.0 0.056 643.2 0.049
194.9 0.060 687.0 0.044
308.9 0.051 841.9 0.056
437.5 0.041 891.5 0.077
495.6 0.036 923.0 0.090
0.10-
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Figure 4.14. Modal loss factors versus frequency for
the pocket plate configuration.
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F. FLOATING ELEMENT RESULTS
The milled "floating element" configuration was constructed as
previously shown in Figure 3.7. The cover plate was welded in a fashion
similar to the pocket plate as shown in Figure 4.12. The center
constraining layer, or floating element, was made slightly smaller than the
surrounding structure thus allowing the floating element to act as a "true"
constraining layer.
The frequency response of the floating element configuration at
15.6 0C (60 *F) is shown in Figure 4.15. The floating element is quite
effective as the response shows a good reduction in peak modal response.
Measured modal loss factors range from 0.089 at 66 Hz to 0.064 at 935 Hz. A
listing of measured modal loss factc rs is in Table 4.4 and are plotted in
Figure 4.16. As with the previous cases, the frequency response of the
floating element configuration is characterized by a frequency shift to the
left and a smoothing of the response as frequency increases.
In a comparison of the pocket plate and floating element
configurations, the frequency responses are plotted in Figure 4.17. A
comparison of modal loss factors for the t wo configurations is shown in
Figure 4.18. The two frequency response plots are similar, however, the
frequency response of the floating element configuration is more rounded
than that of the pocket plate. The major difference between the two
configurations is seen in Figure 4.18. Modal loss factors for the floating
element show an average increase of 25 percent over those of the pocket
plate. Reasons for this increase are the added constraining effect of the
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TABLE 4.4 MEASURED MODAL LOSS FACTORS FOR THE FLOATING
ELEMENT CONFIGURATION.
f(Hz) n f(Hz) ii
66.0 0.089 508.1 0.089
104.9 0.040 540.6 0.115
154.0 0.094 618.7 0.121
211.4 0.058 656.7 0.100
272.8 0.063 708.6 0.088
323.5 0.075 857.6 0.089
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Figure 4.17. Frequency response comparison for the pocket plate and
floating element configurations.
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Figure 4.18. Modal loss factor comparison for the pocket plate and floating
element configurations.
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V. FINITE ELEMENT RESULTS
A. UNDAMPED REFERENCE PLATE
The first step in the finite element analysis procedure was to model
and analyze the undamped reference plate for its modal frequencies and
frequency response. The finite element model was generated using
PATRAN, a computer aided interactive graphics program developed by
PDA Engineering. PATRAN is widely used for conceptual, preliminary,
and detailed design and analysis of complex systems. One of PATRAN's
major advantages is in the interactive construction of finite element models
for use by MSC/NASTRAN, and its ability to display MSC/NASTRAN
results in an easily understood graphic format [Ref. 15].
The reference plate was modeled using 84 plate (QUAD4) elements as
shown in Figure 5.1. The QUAD4 element is an isoparametric element
with four nodes, one at each corner of the element [Ref. 7]. A normal mode
extraction was then performed in order to compare numerical results with
experimentally determined modal frequencies. Once satisfactory
agreement between the modal frequencies calculated in NASTRAN and
those obtained experimentally was attained, a direct frequency response
calculation was performed in NASTRAN. This frequency response was
then used as the reference response for further finite element models
incorporating viscoelastic damping treatments. The excitation for the
frequency response calculation was a sinusoidal force with an amplitude of
1.0 applied at node 66. The response point was node 58 as shown in Figure
50
5.1. These two nodes correspond to the points on the plates used in the
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Figure 5.1. Finite element model of the undamped reference plate.
B. SINGLE DAMPING LAYER
The modeling of the single constrained layer damping system was
done using techniques described by Joh -on and Kienholz [Ref. 1]. As
shown in Figure 5.2, the viscoelastic layer is modeled using solid (HEXA)
elements, while the base layer and constraining layer were modeled using
QUAD4 elements. The HEXA element is a solid, isoparametric element
having eighL nodes, one at each corner of the element with three
translational degrees of freedom at each node [Ref. 7]. The use of solid
elements for the viscoelastic layer allows the strain energy due to shearing
to be adequately represented. Plate elements are used in the base layer and
constraining layer because of their ability to account for stretching and
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bending deformations. The plate element allows its nodes to be offset from
the plate's center to the surface of the plate, coincident with the corner
nodes of the solid viscoelastic elements [Ref. 1]. Thus, the single
constrained layer system was modeled using only two layers of nodes, a
simple process in PATRAN. For the single layer configuration, a model
having 84 elements per layer, and an element meshing scheme shown in
Figure 5.2 was used.
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Figure 5.2. Finite element representation of the
single constrained layer.
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Once the damped plate had been modeled, normal mode extractions
were made using MSC/NASTRAN. Five separate runs were conducted
using the material properties of ISD-112 at 50, 200, 500, 800, and 1000 Hz
and at a temperature of 15.6 °C (60 *F). In addition to the modal
frequencies, the strain energy in the viscoelast;ic elements and the entire
model were output from NASTRAN.
Since the shear modulus of a viscoelastic material changes with
frequency, it was necessary to estimate the actual modal frequencies of the
damped plate using an interpolation procedure outlined by Johnson and
Kienholz [Ref. 16]. The first step of the interpolation process was to plot the
shear modulus of ISD-112 versus frequency from 5 to 1000 Hz. Then, for
the first mode, using NASTRAN results based on ISD-112 material
properties a 50 Hz, the first modal frequency predicted by NASTRAN and
the corresponding shear modulus were plotted. The same was then done
using the first natural frequency predicted by normal mode extraction
based on ISD-112 material properties at frequencies of 500 and 1000 Hz. A
curve was then passed through these three points. The point where the
NASTRAN modal frequencies for the first mode intersected the ISD-112
shear modulus curve was taken to be the interpolated modal frequency of
the single damping layer configuration. A plot of the intersection of these
two curves for the first and second modes is shown in Figure 5.3. This
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Figure 5.3. Interpolation of the first and second modal frequencies
for the single constraining layer configuration.
Once the interpolated modal frequencies were found, the modal
strain energy equations (2.14) and (2.15) were used to compute modal loss
factors for the single layer configuration. A set of modal loss factors was
computed based on the modal strain energies computed using viscoelastic
properties at reference frequencies of 50 ,200, 500, and 800 Hz. A set of
composite modal toss facwrs for the modal frequencies near these reference
frequencies was then selected. The resulting modal loss factors are shown
in Table 5.1 and are plotted versus frequency in Figure 5.4. As seen in
Figure 5.4, the modal strain energy method is predicting high damping for
this configuration with an average modal loss factor of 0.195.
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TABLE 5.L MODAL LOSS FACTORS FOR THE SINGLE
LAYER CONFIGURATION AS COMPUTED USING
THE MODAL STRAIN ENERGY METHOD
f(Hz) n f(Hz) n
63 0.249 517 0.237
95 0.181 586 0.217
153 0.234 632 0.164
202 0.212 663 0.155
285 0.229 712 0.180
322 0.214 827 0.134
447 0.200 869 0.152
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Figure 5.4. Estimated modal loss factors for the single layer configuration
with the curve fit used for the MSC/NASTRAN damping table.
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Using the set of composite modal loss factors, the modal frequency
response of the damped plate was computed using MSC/NASTRAN. Modal
damping was introduced to the model using the SDAMP option in the Case
Control Deck and the TABDMP1 damping table in the Bulk Data Deck as
described in the MSC/NASTRAN Handbook for Dynamic Analysis [Ref. 17].
Since NASTRAN uses a linear interpolation between points in the damping
table to describe the modal damping in the model [Ref. 7], a simple curve fit
was applied to the set of composite modal loss factors as shown in
Figure 5.4. Points from this curve fit were then used in the NASTRAN
damping table. To compute the modal frequency response, a unit excitation
force was applied at the same node as the undamped plate, and the node
used for the response was also the same as the undamped plate.
The results of the modal frequency response calculations are shown
in Figure 5.5. The dashed line represents the undamped reference plate,
and the solid line represents the modal frequency response of the single
layer configuration. Material properties at 200 Hz were used for the
ISD-112 damping material. The first thirty modes were used in the modal
summation for the response. A listing of the MSC/NASTRAN data deck
used to compute the modal frequency response is in Appendix D.
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The modal loss factors estimated using the modal strain energy
method are compared to those measured experimentally for the single layer
configuration in Figure 5.6. The estimated loss factors are greater than the
experimentally determined loss factors throughout the spectrum of
interest, and especially in the middle frequencies.
The modal frequency response of the single layer configuration is
compared to the experimentally measured frequency response in
Figure 5.7. The comparison was accomplished by normalizing both the
experimentally determined frequency response and the frequency response
computed in NASTRAN. Both responses were normalized using a value of
in/$ec2
1.0 Ib . The effects of the greater loss factors estimated by the modal
strain energy method are obvious as the level of the predicted response is
lower than the measured response. The shift in frequency between the two
curves is due to the finite element model being inherently stiffer than the
actual system. The correlation between the two curves is especially good
below 250 Hz as this is where the differences between estimated and
measured modal loss factors are the least.
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Figure 5.6. Comparison of estimate I and measured modal loss
factors for the single layer configuration.
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Figure 5.7. Frequency response comparison for
the single layer configuration.
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C. DOUBLE DAMPING LAYER
The modeling of the double consrained layer damping system was
accomplished as shown in Figure 5.8. The double layer configuration
consists of a base layer modeled with offset QUAD4 elements, two
viscoelastic layers consisting of HEXA elements, and the top constraining
layer modeled with offset QUAD4 elements. The middle constraining layer
was modeled using three layers of HEXA elements in order to give this
layer the stiffness necessary to act as a constraining layer. The model was
meshed using 60 elements in each layer as shown in Figure 5.8.
Using this model, the modal strain energy method was applied to
determine approximate modal frequencies and loss factors for the double
layer configuration. To determine the loss factors, normal mode
extractions were performed using reference frequencies of 50, 200, 500, 800,
and 1000 Hz. A composite set of modal loss factors for the double layer
system was then compiled based on the estimated modal frequency's
relation to the reference frequency used to calculate modal strain energies.
This composite set of modal loss factors is listed in Table 5.2, and is plotted
in Figure 5.19 as a comparison to the experimentally determined modal
loss factors for the double layer configuration. The estimated modal loss
factors for the double layer show high damping, but they compare favorably
with those measured experimentally.
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Figure 5.8. Finite element representation Of the double layer coniguration.
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TABLE 5.2. ESTIMATED MODAL LOSS FACTORS FOR THE DOUBLE
LAYER CONFIGURATION.
f(Hz) yfH n
59 0.278 544 0.209
89.5 0.219 578 0.141
140 0.239 593 0.131
189 0.213 659 0.177
258 0.214 754 0.102
300 0.205 783 0.076
402 0.179 802 0.144
427 0.176 956 0.077
456 0.264 969 0.111
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Figure 5.9. Modal loss factors for the double layer configuration
as determined from the modal strain energy method
and determined experimentally.
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The modal frequency response of the double layer configuration was
computed in a manner similar to the single layer in that smoothed loss
factor data was used in the MSC/NASTRAN damping table. Likewise, a
unit excitation force was applied, and the first thirty modes were used in
the modal summation. The results of the modal frequency response
calculation are shown in Figure 5.10. The dashed line represents the
undamped response, and the solid line represents the frequency response of
the double layer configuration.
The frequency response calculated using NASTRAN was compared
to the experimentally determined frequency response of the double layer
configuration as shown in Figure 5.11. Comparison of the two frequency
response curves shows similarity in form, but a much lower response level
for the numerically determined response. Once again this could be due to
the higher damping predicted by the modal strain energy method and the
inherently higher stiffness of the finite element model.
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Figure 5.11. Comparison of the experimentally determined
and numerically predicted frequency responses
for the double layer configuration.
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D. POCKET PLATE RESULTS
The pocket plate configuration was modeled with the same offset
plate elements and solid viscoelastic elements as the single layer
configuration. However, the pocket plate required the modeling of the
milled structure around the viscoelastic material and the welds between
the cover plate and milled plate. A representation of the model is shown in
Figure 5.12. The base structure, cover plate, and the structure immediately
around the cover plate was modeled using offset plate elements. The
viscoelastic material and the portion of the structure immediately adjacent
to it were modeled using the solid HEXA elements. Since the viscoelastic
material and cover plate are physically separated from the surrounding
plate, except where the viscoelastic is adhered to the base structure, care
was necessary in creating the finite element mesh.
The model was created in PATRAN using PATRAN's node editing
and equivalencing capabilities [Ref. 18]. This allowed the generation of a
finite element mesh with two nodes at the same geometric point in space.
Using this node editing technique, a mesh was created which allowed the
viscoelastic and cover plate to vibrate separately from the surrounding
structure, yet at the same time, keep the number of elements and nodes in
the model to a minimum. The welded points on the cover plate were also
modeled using node editing techniques. At wele points the finite element
node on the cover plate was equivalenced with its corresponding node on the
base structure, resulting in a single node and a connection between an
otherwise separate base structure and cover plate. At non-welded points
on the cover plate there were two nodes at the same geometric point; one to
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represent the cover plate, and the other to represent the base structure. The
model was meshed using a 5x11 mesh resulting in 40 elements in the cover
plate, viscoelastic and base layer as shown in Figure 5.12.
Using this modeling scheme, the modal strain energy method was
employed to estimate the modal frequencies and loss factors. Normal mode
extractions were made using viscoelastic material properties at 50, 200, 500,
800, and 1000 Hz. Using these reference frequencies a composite set of
modal loss factors was obtained. These loss factors are listed in Table 5.3
and are plotted versus frequency in Figure 5.13. The estimated loss factors
give good damping over the spectrum of interest with an average modal loss
factor of 0.075. As with the previous cases, damping values used for the
modal frequency response calculation came from a curve-fit to the set of
composite modal loss factors.
The modal frequency response of the pocket plate was computed
using the first 30 modes and viscoelastic material properties at 200 Hz. The
resulting estimated frequency response is shown in Figure 5.14. The
response shows a definite frequency shift to the left along with good
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Figure 5.12. Finite element representation of the
pocket plate configuration.
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TABLE 5.3. ESTIMATED MODAL LOSS FACTORS FOR THE POCKET
PLATE CONFIGURATION.
(H f (Hz) n
67 0.046 511 0.113
109 0.034 588 0.104
162 0.091 625 0.086
217.5 0.063 668 0.089
295 0.091 713 0.077
333 0.047 831 0.077
453 0.07 834 0.065
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Figure 5.13. Estimated modal loss factors versus
frequency for the pocket plate.
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The estimated modal loss factors and modal frequency response for
the pocket plate were compared to those measured experimentally. The
loss factor comparison is shown is Figure 5.15 and the frequency response
comparison is shown in Figure 5.16. The estimated modal loss factors are
higher than those measured experimentally, however, the frequency
responses compare quite favorably with each other. The frequency
response curve calculated through finite element analysis has a lower
response level and a frequency shift to the right of the measured frequency
response. This is expected due to the increase in damping predicted by the
modal strain energy method and by the fact that the finite element model is
inherently stiffer than the physical system.
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Figure 5.15 Comparison of experimentally measured and numerically
estimated modal loss factors for the pocket plate configuration.
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VL CONCLUSIONS
Constrained viscoelastic layer damping is an extremely effective
method for reducing broadband vibration. In each of the experimental
cases the peak amplitudes of frequency response were reduced by
approximately 25 decibels, a reduction of 18 times below the undamped
reference plate.
Of particular note are the performance of the pocket plate and
floating element configurations. Although they are not ideal
configurations in terms of "true" constrained viscoelastic layer damping,
the damping levels achieved are quite satisfactory. In a final comparison of
experimentally determined modal loss factors for the four treatments, the
double layer configuration yields the greatest damping and the pocket plate
the least. This comparison is shown in Figure 6.1. As wab previously
reported in Section IV, tl floating element configurat.on yielded an
average increase of 25 percent over the modal loss factors of the pocket
plate. It is also noted that the average modal loss factor for the pocket plate
is approximately 50 percent of the average modal loss factor of the single
layer configuration. Similarly, the average modal loss factor for the
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Figure 6.1. Experimental modal loss factor comparison
for the four damping configurations.
The modal strain energy method tends to overpredict the modal loss
factors for these highly damped, thick plates. Although the modal strain
energy method predicted modal loss factors greater than those measured,
the same relative differences in modal loss factor between damping
configurations are maintained as shown in Figure 6.2. The estimated
modal loss factors for the pocket plate are approximately 60 percent less
than those of the single layer configuration This indicates that there is a
consistency between the damping values predicted by the modal strain
energy method and those of the actual physical system.
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Figure 6.2. Comparison of numerically estimated modal loss factors for
the single layer, double layer, and pocket plate configurations.
There are several possible reasons for the differences between the
experimentally determined modal loss factors and those estimated by the
modal strain energy method. The first is that the material properties of
ISD-112 as reported by the 3M Corporation on the reduced frequency
nomogram may not be consistent with the material properties actually
present in the material used. Since the numerical analysis was based on
the reported material properties this is a possible source of uncertainty in
the results.
The second source of uncertainty is in the adhesion of the ISD-112 to
the aluminum plates. Although the plates were clean when the ISD-112
was applied, it was noted that the adhesive qualities of the ISD-112 were not
uniform throughout the material. A lack of adhesion may cause a
reduction in the damping capability of the system.
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Another source for the difference between the experimental results
and numerical results lies within the finite element model. The number of
elements used in the model greatly affects its "stiffness." As the number of
elements is increased the model should become less stiff and results are
expected to approach those that are measured. Also, the type of element
used to model the base layer and constraining layer may have an effect. In
this research plate elements were used to model both the base and
constraining layers. It is possible that one or more layers of solid elements
may produce results that agree better with experimental results.
The modal strain energy method is a useful tool for vibration
damping design, however, the method appears to overestimate modal loss
factors for thick, highly damped plates by as much as 50 percent. In each
configuration that was modeled, the modal loss factors estimated below
300 Hz were fairly close to the actual values, and above 300 Hz the difference
between estimated as measured loss factors increased.
One drawback to the modal strain energy method in design is the
CPU time required for normal mode extraction and modal frequency
response; especially in complex structures with a large number of
elements. Although the modal strain energy method is good for finalizing
a design, it should not be used for design optimization due to the amount of




The thick plate used in this research is a generic model of many
physical systems that may see use in naval application. There are several
areas which deserve more research and clarification, including the
following:
* Model the floating element configuration in finite elements and
check the effectiveness of the modal strain energy method in
predicting modal loss factors for this configuration.
* Investigate the capability of the modal strain energy method to
predict loss factors for thick, lightly damped plate configurations. It
is possible that the modal strain energy method works better for
lightly damped configurations.
* Investigate methods for improving the adhesion of ISD-1 12 to the
base structure and constraining layer.
* Investigate the possible use of the floating element as an additional
vibration absorber by changing its mass in order to damp a specific
frequency. In this same idea, the use of tuned dampers along with
the constrained layer treatments could be looked at.
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APPENDIX A
FORTRAN PROGRAM USED TO COMPUTE MODAL LOSS FACTORS
FOR THE SINGLE DAMPING LAYER DESIGN
This program used the Ross-Kerwin-Ungar equations of Section III
to compute estimated modal frequencies and loss factors for the single layer
configuration. Modal frequencies for an undamped plate are read from a
data file and estimated modal frequencies and loss factors for various layer
thicknesses are output to another file. Material properties of ISD-112 are
computed using University of Dayton data and curve-fitting equations to the
reduced frequency nomogram [Ref. 9,12]. The units used in this program
are pounds, inches, and seconds.
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PROG3rAM CARPET
C 1ITis PP.OORAMI Ts O CALCULATE SYS] EM LOS', FACTORS Frn VARIOUS
C 1 EilPEPAI U'.ES AID MODES OF A COILS IRAIJIC LAYER VISCOELASTIC
c L)AUIiING SYSIEll USING6 THE ROSS-*KERIIII-UIJ1GAR EQUAl lOllS. SYSTEM LOSS
C EARL UPS ARE CU~L'UI TV F0R A I EMILERAIURE VAlLGR or 30-100 DEG3REES
C FARELIIII. BASE PLATE TIIICKIIESSES VARY FROM1 0.375 10 0.75 IIJCHES)
C I11 0.125 lNC'REUIElI!S. FOR EACH BASE PLATE THIICKNLESS, T HE VISCOFLASTIC
C TLIICIKNLSS I1S VARI EU FROM 0,015 10 0.060 INC'HES 111 0.015 IIICHi
c IJCLILEN S. FOR EACH VISCOELASTIC THICKNIESS THE COIISTRAIHII11G
C LAYER THICKNESS IS VARIED FROMl 0.0625 TO 0.25 INCHES III
C 0 .0625 INCH IN1CREIIENI S.
c liks PROGRAM APLIES TO A REE-FREE-FREE-FREE PLATE.
C
C THE V1SCOELASIIC MATERIAL IS 3M' ISD-112.
C
C THE F~ OLLHIH; COFEPFICI POTS APE DEFINIED:
C El =YUOlLG'S IIUOINUS OF BASE PLATE (PSI)
C E2 =YOUNG'S 110DDULIIS OF VISCOELASTIC LAYER (PSI)
C E3 YOUNIG'S MODULUS OF COILSIRAINING LAYER (PSI)
C G 2 =SHEAR MODULUIS OF VISCOELASTIC MATERIAL (PSI)
C 111.1 = 'UISSONI'S RATIO OF BASE PLATE
C 11012 POISSON'S1 RATIO OF VISCOELASTIC MATERIAL
C Hi TIICKILESS OF BASE PLATE (111)
C It' THICKNESS OF VISCOELASTIC LAYER (10l)
C H11j 1 L1ICKIIESS OF CONISTRAINIING LAYER (III)
C HI10T =TOTAL PLATE THICKNESS (IN!)
C P1101 = DENSITY OF BASE PLATE (LBF-SECX2/INxc4)
C RIMI = DENSITY OF VISCOELASIC MATERIAL
C Rill), = DEILSI TY OF CONSTRAINING LA r R
C iU,FROfl,MiROM-.1H,rl ,ETFROL,SLSHI,FROI., 8 C ARE COEFFICIENTS
C FOR THE REDUCED FREQUENICY NOrlOGRAM EQUATIONS
C PP M ODAL FREQUENCY OF THE UNDOAMPED BASE PLATE (HZ)
C FCP MODUIAL FREQUENCY OF THE COMPOSITE PLATE (HZ)
C EIA2 =Loss FACTOR oF VISCOELAS1IC 11AIERIAL
C [lAS = SYSTEM LOSS FACTOR
C K QR H AVE NUMBER OF PLATE
C G.C =GRAVITAT IONIAL CONSTALI ( I?/SEC)(2)
C I =TIOPERATURE OF VISCOE.LASIIC 11ATERIAL (BEG, F)
C IIP =MIODAL FREQUJENCY OF LUNDAMPED PLATE (RAD/SEC)
C F!I' N (ODAL F REQUENCY OF U1I-IAMED PL A T (HZ )
r =(1 MODTAL FREQUENCY OF DAMPFED PLA!TE (RAD/SEC)
C I [C. F MlODAL fREQUEIICY OF DANPED PLATE (HZ)
C IIIE UNIT1S USED III THIS PROGRAM ARE LB, INCH, SEC, DEGREES F
C
C MILOAMI'Ff MODAL FREQUENCIES ARE FROM A FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
C OF I LE IREE-FREE-FREE--FREE PLATE.
C
C RESULTS ARE OUTPUT TO DATA FILE "ILOSECIR DATA"
C PR IO(R TO PUNNING11 THE PROGRAM TYPE T HE COMMlAND
C "F ILEDEF LOSFCTR DISK LOSFCTR DATA"
C





REAL 10, ERUMI,NRUM-,Nl,I11,ETFROL ,SL,SHi,FROL,C
REA[ r', FCP, ETA2.ETAS,KQR,PI ,GC,T
PEAL FRI 0,ETA21O,SUDIP,SUB?,SHIB3,M-1o
RELA L 1l1 1 , 151,6. Cl , At PHRE. ALPILIM, DRE, DIMT, DEL RE
REFA L PEL I r, EICU BE ,SUB4, ,U B5,I1LP', ILCP ,DENS, SU B6 ,SUB7, SUB8
1111 EGER V
DhlLII 1 1 OI LP( 8)
C
OrEMI(UIIL T-1 0, P1 F= 'LOFCTR' ,STATUST 'OLD')
OPEWL ULIT 1 I, FILL[= 'PEL I FRQ' , SIAT US ' OLU')















MiL =8 . 7
EJFROL=1 .08




C BASE PLATE THICKNESS LOOP
111 V. 375
DO 100 Jn1 ,
H-RIIE(10,703) 'BASE PLATE THICKNESS, Hl=',I11
703 [UPNAI(A27,1 4.3)




C CONSTRAININIG LAYER THICKNESS LOOP
C
H 370 .0625
DO 200 L zl1,4
[IrEITECIO,702) 'VISCOELASTIC LAYER THICKNESS, 1 2 0,12
lip11 PCF 10, 4)
!JIPIIE( 10, 702) 'CONSTRAINING LAYER THICKNESS, 113= 1H3
702 VORIAlI( A35,F6 .4)
Nlk I 1( 1 0 1 *
WRIIlt(10,700) 'TEPIP'.'t IODE', 'FCP', 'ETA2', 'ETAS', 'G2'
700 FOFrlAT (A8, 3X,A5,6A15)
C PLATE MODE LOOP, READ NO0DAL FREQUENCY AND COMPUTE WAVE NUMTBER
c
HI 01rHl I If? '113
DO0 300 I=1,8
REAUC I1* I IN I)
C CALCULATE MODAL FREQUJENCY AND WAVE HJUMBER OF BASE PLATE
C
' =7 SQR((Elx(HTOT)x3))(GC)/(12.)C1 .- ITUl)o)2)yRHOiN1)li))KQE-IIP( I )/5UB7




DO 400 K=1, 15
C
C CALCULATE PROPERTIES OP VISCOELASTIC FOR GIVEN TEMPERATURE AND
C MODE
C





C VISCOELASIIC LOSS FACIOR
C
ETA2=10.*X(E1A210)
Sl12=?.lLOG10 ( 1ROM/1L )
SUB )rI #(FR~t.1/FR ) X(1)
=lOG01 0(1-1 )4SUB2/SUB3
C VISCOELASIIC SHEAR MODULUS
C
C VISCOELASTIC YOUIIG'S MODULUS
C
C CALCUI AT) OHS FOR. DAMPED PLATE AT TEMPERATURE T USING0 ROSS-
C KEPHINl-UIIGAR EQUATIONIS
C I Cj; Ijj(I.4G) IGXE3'(H3
D-13-' El A? ( El xH + E3xH3)
Al PIIRE7GYEI *",III 4E3*113)( 1131 ? 2 . )X(Cl+D)(ETA2)
ALI'l11M=lG' El)( H1 ,E3)H3t' ( l3lx2.) *C1 E1A2
I3PE=El ?'l1 xE2)lh12)1,31)( C + DXE IA2)
1311- =E ~i "11 E 24 112 ) H 31 ,((Cl IETA 2-D)




C NODAL FREQUENC( Or DAMPFED PLATE
OPUJS 7RtOIl XIII 4 E11O2',H24 1'HO
IrC I'= ICI/( 2 . #P1)
C CUOiPAPISON OF r AND rCr









701 fOrP1AI(5X, F7 .3,2X, I2,3X,'IE15.c.)
C HEXI lEfIFPCRATUPE
















C NEXT BASE PLATE THICKNESS
C
i Hi + B . 125
100 Coll II HUE





FORTRAN PROGRAM USED TO COMPUTE MODAL LOSS FACTORS
FOR THE DOUBLE DAMPING LAYER CONFIGURATION DESIGN
This program uses the Ross-Kerwin-Ungar equations of Chapter 3
to compute estimated modal frequencies and loss factors for the double
layer configuration. Modal frequencies for an undamped plate are read
from a data file and estimated modal frequencies and loss factors for
various layer thickness combinations in the double layer configuration are
output to another data file. Material properties of ISD-112 are computed
using University of Dayton data and curve-fitting equations to the reduced
frequency nomogram [Ref. 9,12]. The units used in this program are





C THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THlE SYSTEM LOSS FACTOR ANID MODAL FREQUENCY OF
C A DOUBLE COLTSTRAIIE) LAYER VISCOELASTICALLY DAM1PED PLATE. THE LOSS
C FACJITS5 ARE COMPrUJEl) FOR A SPECIFIC PLAIE/DAf1PIIIG LAYER
C CULLFIGURT11L AND OVER A TEMIPERATURE RALIGE OF 30-100 DEGREES
C FAREILLIE I T
C
C THjIS rPOG.RAMl APPLIES TO A FREE-FREE-FREE- FREE PLATE AN4D THE UNDAmrED
C MUI)AL FREQUEtIC iES ARE LjiiEPNM7IED F-ROHl Fl iIlE ELEMENT ANALYSls AND
C ARE READ) IN1T HIS PROGRAM FROM FILE 'PLIFRQ'.
C
C -THE VISCOELASTIC MATERIAL IS 3M- ISO-1l?. VISCOELASTIC MATERIAL
C DATA 15 FROM UNIIVERSITY OF DMi1011 RESEARCH IIISTITUIE
C
C TIHE UMITS USED III 11HIS PROGRAM1 ARE LE, INCH, SEC, AND DEGREES F.
C
C LOSS FACTORS, DAMlPED PLATE MODAL FRLQUENCTES, AND ISD-112 PROPERTIES
C ARE COUMIUT ED III SUBROUTINIE 'RKU' FOR EACH N1-TH CONISTRAINIED LAYER
C SYSTEM. UPON COMPLE1 l01l OF EACH 1 EMPERATURE CO[LPU-IATION4 THE SYSTEM
C LOSS FACTOR AND CORRESPONDING DAM1PED PLATE FREQUENCY ARE HRITTELI 1O
C FILE 'THUOLYR DATA'.
C
C TILE FOIIILI;G COEFFICIENTS ARE OFFIFLED:
C El =YOUJNG'S MIODULUS OF BIASF PLATE (rP
C E5 EQ~iJVA ELI 'YOUNG' S LNDILUS OF N4-Il CONSTRAINED LAYER SYST EM
C E3"PRI1 =YOUNIG'S MU(DlJLUS oF THE CONIST RAININIG LAYER IN N-1IL LAr ER
C ELICUBE =EQUIVALENIT STIFflIE",S OF CONIRAINED LAYER SYSTEMi
C ETAS SYSTEMl LOSS FACTOR
C E1A' LOSS FACTOR OF 1T-ILL COLIS-TRAIIED LAYER SYSTFM
C EIA7,FM - LOSS [ACTOR OF CHLLSIRAJIIl1 LAYER III THE 11-TH LAYER (=O
c TEL FREfTUFTICY OF THE DAMPED PLATE ( HZ)
C F P FREQUELICY Hf 1,LJ)AIWEL F'LAT E (11Z)
C GC LGRAVI TAT IOLIAL CONSTANIT
C III THIICKNIESS OF BASE PLATE
C If;- THLICKNLESS OF ]',1 VISCOELAST IC LAYER
C F 5 1 ILICKfLESS OF 1-11-H COLTS I AT IED LA'iER SISTEM
C TV, TOTAL DAMPED PLATE ITHICKNLESS
C FL1PRMI THIICKNIESS OF BASE LAYER ILL riT F LAYER
C 11F Rtl ILICKILESS OF VE11 IILILI-I H LAiER
c 113FRH L TlIICKESS OF COLIIRAIITIILG LAjER ILI N1-TN LAYER
C K'()R =WAVE TLIBER OF ULLUAMPED EL ATE
C 11111 FOTSO'0S RATIO OF BASE PLATE ANTD CONSTRAINING LAYERS
C 11112 PUiSSUL)I'S RATI10 OF VISCOEL-ASTIC( MATERIAL
C LI 1FFRI1 =U 1OSSON'S PATIO Or VEILIL LI 1-HI1 LAYIER
C R1101T= DELNS ITY OF BASE PT ALE ANLD COILSI RAINILIG LAYERS
C P1102 = DEILS I Y OF VIS)COELAI IC MATIERlAL
C R110-711 DENLSITIY OF- VELL III L-ill LAYER
C P1103 7DEISt) TY OF I1TL LAYER (n P101)
C RHOIU3FL N ET II =Y OF LI-1i LAi ER COLTSTRAINING LAYER
C 1 1 EMPERA LORE VARIABLE
C IIf FREQUELNCY OF UNIDAMPED PLATE (RAD/SEC)
C
C C.EFurmi rR0L,HMLLRL.,IST COEFFICIELLTS FOR THE




REAL C,FI .E3,.TrP-, FFICJE,EA,ETA3,FTA3P!L,TFPOL,FCP,FP,FROL




PIz 0,'A TAILT 1 . 0
OPELI ILIT T 1I0 FTI L [7 'PIT ERLI ' , STATUIS= '01 D' )
OFEI(MllI I =1 1, [IL E7 ' TI0L_ R ',STATUS= 'OLD' )




It I IRlI=0 .09375
1I2PPRl I= 9 1015
TIPIUMlO0 0)37 5
HL73 I I'M I. 112 110 PIRM
II, 'ilii I I 2' H3
C ASSIGN MATERIAL COS I All]S
PH I1= V1. 096 8
P1102m 0 .035
11112 =0 . 9
R110U2 P II 0 . 0 35
MIJSPl= 0 . 5
R1103=0 .0968






C DEFIMIH VISCOELASIIC CONISTANTIS FOR NlOMOGRAM1 EQUATIONS
10 7 10"1. 0
F I)1 .0 54
IMIL z .7






C HITIE [[AlE CHARACTERISTICS
I II lIE. (1I1 7 00 1 'I1 = If I
I II 1( I11700) ' =Pll H2 1P~
I lE I ( I 11.7100 111PRIMIE m HI1211
W.I I . 11 7 f2P1 1 P .
IEW I F (E. I yo
700 1 UEEA I (Al 21 6 .5)
1(01I1T1(I1I, 701 ) ' EMPl , IlODEr, 'FCFF, 'ETAS'
7 0 1 FI IA( A8, 3YA5.21A15)
C











C C0OMPUTE SYSTEM LOSS FACTOR AND sTIiFnEss FOR 14-TH LAYER
C
CALI.L RKUC HI iFR[, II2PP~m, 11SEP11, El , RH101, 11, 002111, R002E11i, E3PRr-l, RH103rrI,
8 6
CF I A.1,1,I,TFP, KQR, [IAS, HICUDE, FCP, To,rRom, mRoT, II,ML ,ETF ROLSLSH,
CrRUL IC)
C
C COII 'LRI RESULTs FrRi 1H-I1l LAYER CALCULATIONI 10 TOTAL PLATE
C
E IA3 0. 0
UP r O II' 1/ 2. (P I)
C F P7 F-.1
E3 m EI W0E/ 3
C
C COTT'UE SYSTEfI LOSS FACTOR ANID FREQUENICY FOR 10TAL PLATE
C
CALL. R~lC H1, 112, H3, El , M10] , IIITI , IIU2, RHO2, Ei',, PHIO3, ETA3, T, FP, KQR, ETAS,








T' = T 0




IIF I T1 [(1I1 , X
10() COIITI I N)E
C
CL OSUC 11111 1 )
C 7I (iV(UHI 1T 10)
U [)
c
S U B 0) I I I I R(U H I, H? ,H', 7 El1, P10 1OT 1 1 , 111.12, RHO2 , E3 R 1 03, E r T A 7 P




C TIil 15 SUPRO1 I I HE CALCUILAT ES VI SCOFI AST IC PROPERT IES BASED ON THE
C 0111 VEF.F ' I I ( O F DA f YI1 F~ EIJUC ED f RE OIE IICY HIOTTOGRAri E Q'JA T I OlS,, ANiD TH11Ell
C' CALC-ULATESj PLATE STIFFIIESSES ANDt LOSS FACTORS BASED OH THE ROSS-
C K E Rt!I N -UNLUA R E QUA II ONlS.
c
C 11117 FOLL01IING ADDITIONIAL VARIABLES ARE DEFINED FOR USE III THIS
C. SIIIT1RUI. INE:
C A 7COFFUICIENT FoR, HOIo'rmAtT FQUATIONS
C AL PIll 1,ALrPE =I HAGI NArY ANDT REAL COMPONJENTS OF COEFFICI ENT
C ALPHA III THE PVlT EQUATI1ONS5
C BIMI, ORE =lu1AG!INAR' ANDT REAL COMUOIIETIJ OF COEFFICIENT 'B' III
C IfHE P1(1 EQUA 110115
C Cl. V - COrr FICIFIIIS- FOR P1(0 EQUATIONIS
C DELIMr. DULRE 7 ITIAGINTARY AND REAL COllPOtIETS OF COEFFICIENT
C DEI TA IN I lIE FKU1 FQUA I OIIS
C DEN', = COMII NA 11011 Or ITER IAL DEIISJT IES USED TO COmFUTE THE
C FPUQUETICY OF 1 HP' DAMPEED PLATE ANID DAMPING LAYERS
C EllFIIPTIE EQUIVALENTl ST IFFNESS OF DAMPED PLATE AS COTTFUTED
C WS THM3U F,EUA TI OTS
C F f A? I LO(SS FACT OR OF VEH COMPFUT ED INI IJOIIOGRAIT EQUATIO0NS
C E IA 2 10 7LOGIOCETA2)
C E lAS SYST ET LOS'S FACTOR CoI~rUTED BY' RI EQUATIONS
C Fc CF moPAL FREPFr)ICY OF DAllIED PLAT E (117)
C F P = NUDA L FRI ,E Q UEIIC r OF UTII)At WE D P LA I E ( HZ)
c I R m REDUC-ED FREQUETICY OF VEl
C TRiO0 L OCU1Dn( FR
C C,2 SHEAR TINPOL 15 OF VEMl
C f1,1 IHT , f ,I R EQUATII ON CO EF F IC I I TS
C M110 nL OGI 10( G2) AS COMiTO TED Br IJOTTOGAI EQUAT 10115
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DESIGN DRAWINGS FOR THE MACHINING
OF THE FLOATING ELEMENT AND
POCKET PLATE CONFIGURATIONS
The drawings shown in Figures C.1 and C.2 were used to machine
the pocket plate and floating element plate used in the experiments. These
drawings are included to show the relation of the pocket for the ISD-112 to






























Figure C.2. Design drawing of the floating element configuration.
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APPENDIX D
REPRESENTATIVE MSC/NASTRAN DATA DECK FOR
THE DAMPING CONFIGURATIONS
This data deck was used to compute the modal frequency response of
the single layer damping configuration and is a representative sample of
the NASTRAN decks used for the other finite element models. The values
in the damping table are from a curve fit to the modal loss factors estimated
from the modal strain energy method. Since the data deck for the normal
mode and modal strain energy extraction is virtually identical to this deck,
the Case Control deck commands for the normal mode analysis are
included, but are commented out.
The OUTPUT request provides data for an x-y plot of the modal
frequency response.




$ a,iaamiiailaiagal mal,,eiinii miiilii iii~llitiiiiiiiiiii
$ T"IIS DECK IS TO COMPUTE TilE MODAl, FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF A 15x45
$ INCH ALUMINUM PLATE WITH A CONSTRAINED VISCOELASTIC DAMPING LAYER.
$ TIlE MODEL HAS 252 ELEMENTS WITH 84 ELEMENTS IN EACH LAYER. THE QUAD
$ ELEMENTS ARE OFFSET FROM THE HEX ELEMENTS AS SUGGESTED BY THE
$ LITERATURE.$
$ THE MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF ISD-112 ARE FROM THE 3M CORPORATION.
$ THE MJDAL LOSS FACTORS IN THE DAMPiNG IABL ARE FROM A CURVE-FIT
$ TO THE SET OF MODAL LOSS FACTORS COMPUTED FROM THE NODAL STRAIN ENERGI
METHOD.
$$ THE UNITS USED IN THIS DECK ARE POUNDS,INCHES, AND SECONDS
$ tmthillil lliluliliilll~ lillillil lll llllllllIilli h ltllhiiiihlll
time 3000
tend










xyprint acce I 95(t3)
$
$ Iittlltlltt111tt
$ THE FOLLOWING LINES ARE THE CASE CONTROL DECK CARDS FOR THE
$ NORMAL MODE EXTRACTION AND STRAIN ENERGY REQUEST
$ method = 1
$ spc = 1
$ set 10 = all




$ TITLE = SINGLE LAYER WITH QUAD OFFSET
$ DATA DECK PRODUCED BY PATIAS VERSION 2.0: 24-OV-89 08:31:48
GRID 1 45.0000 15.0000 0.51500
GRID 2 45.0000 15.0000 0.50000
GRID 3 45.0000 12.5000 0.51500
GRID 4 45.0000 12.5000 0.50000
GRID 5 45.0000 10.0000 0.51500
GRID 6 45.0000 10.0000 0.50000
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GRID 7 45.0000 7.50000 0.51500
GRID 8 45.0000 7.50000 0.50000
GRID 9 45.0000 5.00000 0.51500
GRID 10 45.0000 5.00000 0.50000
GRID II 45.0000 2.50000 0.51500
GRID 12 45.0000 2.50000 0.50000
GRID 13 45.0000 0. 0.51500
GRID 14 45.0000 0. 0.50000
GRID 15 41.7857 15.0000 0.51500
GRID 16 41.7857 15.0000 0.50000
GRID 17 41.7857 12.5000 0.51500
GRID 18 41.7857 12.5000 0.50000
GRID 19 41.7857 10.0000 0.51500
GRID 20 41.7857 10.0000 0.50000
GRID 21 41.7857 7.50000 0.51500
GRID 22 41.7857 7.50000 0.50000
GRID 23 41.7057 5.00000 0.51500
GRID 24 41.7857 5.00000 0.50000
GRID 25 41.7857 2.50000 0.51500
GRID 26 41.7857 2.50000 0.50000
GRID 27 41.7857 0. 0.51500
GRID 28 41.7857 0. 0.50000
GRID 29 38.5714 15.0000 0.51500
GRI9 30 38.5714 15.0000 0.50000
GRID 31 38.5714 12.5000 0.51500
GRID 32 38.5714 12.5000 0.50000
GRID 33 38.5714 10.0000 0.51500
GRID 34 38.5714 10.0000 0.50000
GRID 35 38.5714 7.50000 0.51500
GRID 36 38.5714 7.50000 0.50000
GRID 37 38.5714 5.00000 0.51500
GRID 3e 38.5714 5.00000 0.50000
GRID 39 38.5714 2.50000 0.51500
GRID 40 38.5714 2.50000 0.50000
GRID 41 38.5714 0. 0.51500
GRID 42 38.5714 0. 0.50000
GRID 43 35.3571 15.0000 0.51500
GRID 44 35.3571 15.0000 0.50000
GRID 45 35.3571 12.5000 0.51500
GRID 46 35.3571 12.5000 0.50000
GRID 47 35.3571 10.0000 0.51500
GRID 48 35.3571 10.0000 0.50000
GRID 49 35.3571 7.50000 0.51500
GRID 50 35.3571 7.50000 0.50000
GRID 51 35.3571 5.00000 0.51500
GRID 52 35.3571 5.00000 0.50000
GRID 53 35.3571 2.50000 0.51500
GRID 54 35.3571 2.50000 0.50000
GRID 55 35.3571 0. 0.51500
GPID 56 35.3571 0. C,5C000
GRID 57 32.1429 15.0000 0.51500
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GRID 56 32.1429 15.0000 0.50000
GRID 59 32.1429 12.5000 0.51500
GRID 60 32.1429 12.5000 0.50000
GRID 61 32.1429 10.0000 0.51500
GRID 62 32.1429 10.0000 0.50000
GRID 63 32.1429 7.50000 0.51500
GRID 64 32.1429 7.50000 0.50000
GRID 65 32.1429 5.00000 0.51500
GRID 66 32.1429 5.00000 0.50000
GRID 67 32.1429 2.50000 0.51500
GRID 68 32.1429 2.50000 0.50000
GRID 69 32.1429 0. 0.51500
GRID 70 32.1429 0. 0.50000
GRID 71 28.9286 15.0000 0.51500
GRID 72 28.9286 15.0000 0.50000
GRID 73 28.9286 12.5000 0.51500
'UR!P 74 28.9286 12.5000 0.50000
GRID 75 28.9206 10.0000 0.5i500
GRID 76 28.9286 10.0000 0.50000
GRID 77 28.9286 7.50000 0.51500
GRID 78 28.9286 7.50000 0.50000
GRID 79 28.9286 5.00000 0.51500
GRID 80 28.9286 5.00000 0.50000
GRID 81 28.9286 2.50000 0.51500
GRID 82 28.9286 2.50000 0.50000
GRID 83 28.9286 0. 0.51500
GRID 84 28.9286 0. 0.50000
GRID 85 25.7143 15.0000 0.51500
GRID 86 25.7143 15.0000 0.50000
GRID 87 25.7143 12.5000 0.51500
GRID 88 25.7143 12.5000 0.50000
GRID 89 25.7143 10.0000 0.51500
GRID 90 25.7143 10.0000 0.50000
GRID 91 25.7143 7.50000 0.51500
GRID 92 25.7143 7.50000 0.50000
GRID 93 25.7143 5.00000 0.51500
GRID 94 25.7143 5.00000 0.50000
GRID 95 25.7143 2.50000 0.51500
GRID 96 25.7143 2.50000 0.50000
GRID 97 25.7143 0. 0.51500
GRID 98 25.7143 0. 0.50000
GRID 99 22.5000 15.0000 0.51500
GRID 100 22.5000 15.0000 0.50000
GRID 101 22.5000 12.5000 0.51500
GRID 102 22.5000 12.5000 0.50000
GRID 103 22.5000 10.0000 0.51500
GRID 104 22.5000 10.0000 0.50000
GRID 105 22.5000 7.50000 0.51500
GRID 106 22.5000 7.50000 0.50000
GRID 107 22.5000 5.00000 0.51500
GRID 108 22.5000 5.00000 0.50000
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GRID 109 22.5000 2.50000 0.51500
GRID 110 22.5000 2.50000 0.50000
GRID 111 22.5000 0. 0.51500
GRID 112 2.5000 0. 0.50000
GRID 113 19.2857 15.0000 0.51500
GRID I14 19.2857 15.0000 0.50000
GRID 115 19.2857 12.5000 0.51500
GRID 116 19.2857 12.5000 0.50000
GRID 117 19.2057 10.0000 0.51500
GRID 118 19.2857 10.0000 0.50000
GRID 119 19.2857 7.50000 0.51500
GRID 120 19.2857 7.50000 0.50000
GRID 121 19.2857 5.00000 0.51500
GRID 122 19.2857 5.00000 0.50000
GRID 123 19.2857 2.50000 0.51500
GRID 124 19.2857 2.50000 0.50000
GRID 125 19.2857 0. 0.51500
GRID 126 19.2857 0. 0.50000
GRID 127 16.0714 15.0000 0.51500
GRID 120 16.0714 15.0000 0.50000
GRID 129 16.0714 12.5000 0.51500
GRID 130 16.0714 12.5000 0.50000
GRID 131 16.0714 10.0000 0.51500
GRID 132 16.0714 10.0000 0.50000
GRID 133 16.0714 7.50000 0.51500
GRID 134 16.0714 7.50000 0.50000
GRID 135 16.0714 5.00000 0.51500
GRID. 136 16.0714 5.00000 0.50000
GRID 137 16.0714 2.50000 0.51500
GRID 138 16.0714 2.50000 0.50000
GRID 139 16.0714 0. 0.51500
GRID 140 16.0714 0. 0.50000
GRID 141 12.8571 15.0000 0.51500
GRID 142 12.8571 15.0000 0.50000
GRID 143 12.8571 12.5000 0.51500
GRID 144 12.8571 12.5000 0.50000
GRID 145 12.8571 10.0000 0.51500
GRID 146 12.8571 10.0000 0.50000
GRID 147 12.8571 7.50000 0.51500
GRID 148 12.8571 7.50000 0.50000
GRID 149 12.8571 5.00000 0.51500
GRID 150 12.8571 5.00000 0.50000
GRID 151 12.8571 2.50000 0.51500
GRID 152 12.8571 2.50000 0.50000
GRID 153 12.8571 0. 0.51500
GRID 154 12.8571 0. 0.50000
GRID 155 9.64286 15.0000 0.51500
GRID 156 9.64286 15.0000 0.50000
GRID 157 6.42857 15.0000 0.51500
GRID 158 6.42857 15.0000 0.50000
GRID 159 3.21429 15.0000 0.51500
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GRID 160 3.21429 15.0000 0.50000
GRID 161 0. 15.0000 0.51500
GRID 162 0. 15.0000 0.50000
GRID 13 9.64286 12.5000 0.51500
GRID 164 9.64286 12.5000 0.50000
GRID 165 9.64206 10.0000 0.51500
GRID 166 9.64286 10.0000 0.50000
GRID 167 9.61206 7.50003 0.51500
GRID 168 9.64286 7.50000 0.50000
GRID 169 9.64286 5.00000 0.51500
GRID 110 9.64286 5.00000 0.50000
GRID 171 9.64286 2.50000 0.51500
GRID 172 9.64286 2.50000 0.50000
GRID 173 9.64206 0. 0.51500
GRID 174 9.64286 0. 0.50000
GRID 175 6.42857 12.5000 0.51500
GRID 176 6.42857 12.5000 0.50000
GRID 177 3.21429 12.5000 0.51500
GRID 178 3.21429 12.5000 0.50000
GRID 179 0. 12.5000 0.51500
GRID 180 0. 12.5000 0.50000
GRID 181 6.42857 10.0000 0.51500
GRID 182 6.42857 10.0000 0.50000
GRID 183 6.42857 7.50000 0.51500
GRID 184 6.42857 7.50000 0.50000
GRID 185 6.42857 5.00000 0.51500
GRID 186 6.42057 2.50000 0.51500
GRID 187 6.42857 5.00000 0.50000
GRID 188 6.42857 2.50000 0.50000
GRID 189 6.42857 0. 0.51500
GRID 190 6.42857 0. 0.50000
GRID 191 3.21429 10.0000 0.51500
GRID 192 3.21429 10.0000 0.50000
GRID 193 0. 10.0000 0.51500
GRID 194 0. 10.0000 0.50000
GRID 195 3.21429 0. 0.51500
GRID 196 3.21429 0. 0.50000
GRID 197 0. 0. 0.51500
GRID 198 0. 0. 0.50000
GRID 199 3.214?9 7.50000 0.51500
GRID 200 3.21429 5.00000 0.51500
GRID 201 3.21429 2.50000 0.51500
GRID 202 3.21429 7.50000 0.50000
GRID 203 3.21429 5.00000 0.50000
GRID 204 3.21429 2.50000 0.50000
GRID 205 0. 7.50000 0.51500
GRID 206 0. 5.00000 0.51500
GRID 207 0. 2.50000 0.51500
GRID 208 0. 7.50000 0.50000
GRID 209 0. 2.50000 0.50000
GRID 210 0. 5.00000 0.50000
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101JDi I 198 196 204 209 
-.25
CQUAD4 2 1 196 190 188 204 
-.25
COUADI 3 1 190 114 I12 108 
-.25
COUAD4 4 1 174 151 152 172 -.25
COUAD 5 1 154 140 138 152 
-.25
CQUANI 6 1 140 126 124 138 -.25
COUAPi 7 1 126 112 110 124 
-.25
COUA 6 1 112 90 96 110 
-.25
CtUAVi 9 1 90 04 82 96 
-.25
COUAD4 10 1 84 70 68 82 
-.25
COUADI 11 1 70 56 54 60 
-.25
CQUAD4 12 1 56 42 40 54 
-.25
COUACN 13 1 42 28 Z5 4C 
-.25
COUAD 14 1 28 14 12 26 
-.25
CUUAN4 15 1 209 204 203 210 
-.25
CQUAP4 16 1 204 188 187 203 
-.25
CQUAD4 17 1 188 i72 170 187 
-.25
COUAD4 18 1 172 152 150 170 
-.25
COUAD4 19 1 152 138 136 150 
-.25
COUAD4 20 1 138 124 12z 136 
-.25
COUADI 21 1 124 110 108 122 
-.25
COUAN4 22 1 110 96 94 108 
-.25
COUAD4 23 1 96 82 80 94 
-.25
CQUAD4 24 1 82 68 66 80 
-.25
COUAD4 25 1 68 54 52 66 
-.25
COUAD4 26 1 54 40 38 52 
-.25
CQUAD4 27 1 40 26 24 38 
-.25
C1UAI4 28 1 26 12 10 24 
-.25
COUADI 29 1 210 203 202 208 
-.25
CQUAD4 30 1 203 187 184 202 
-.25
COUAD4 31 1 187 170 168 184 
-.25
COUAD4 32 i 170 150 148 168 
-.25
COUADI 33 1 150 136 131 148 
-.25
COUAD4 34 1 136 122 120 134 
-.25
COUAD4 35 1 122 108 106 120 
-.25
COUAD4 36 108 94 92 106 
-.25
COUAD4 37 1 94 00 78 92 
-.25
COUAD4 38 1 80 66 64 78 
-.25
CIUA4 39 1 66 52 50 64 
-.25
CQUAD4 40 1 52 38 36 50 
-.25
COUADI 41 1 38 24 22 36 
-.25
COUAN4 42 1 24 10 8 22 
-.25
COUAD4 43 1 208 202 192 194 
-.25
COUAD4 44 1 202 184 182 192 
-.25
COUAD4 45 1 184 168 166 102 
-.25
COUAD4 46 I 168 140 146 166 -.25
COUAN4 47 1 148 134 132 146 
-.25
COUAD4 48 1 134 120 118 132 .25
COUAD4 49 1 120 106 104 110 
-.25
COUAPI 50 1 106 92 90 104 
-.25
COIYA4 51 1 92 78 76 90 
-.25
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COUAD4 52 1 78 64 62 76 
-.25
CQUAD4 53 1 64 50 48 62 -.2.5
CQUAN4 54 1 50 36 34 48 
-.25
CQUAD4 55 1 36 22 20 34 
-.25
CCVAD4 56 1 2 8 6 20 
-.25
CQUAD4 57 1 194 192 118 180 
-.25
CQUAD4 58 1 192 182 176 178 
-.25
CQUA4 59 1 182 166 164 176 
-.25
COUAD4 60 1 166 146 144 164 
-.25
COUAD4 61 1 146 132 130 144 
-.25
CO[VAD4 62 1 132 118 116 130 
-.25
COUAD4 6? 1 118 104 102 116 -.25
COUAD4 64 1 104 90 88 102 
-.25
COUAD4 65 1 90 76 74 88 -.25
CQUAD4 66 1 76 62 60 74 
-.25
COUAD4 67 1 62 48 46 60 
-.25
COUAD4 68 1 48 34 32 46 
-.25
CQUAD4 69 1 34 20 18 32 
-.25
COUAD4 70 1 20 6 4 18 
-.25
COUAD4 71 1 180 178 160 162 
-.25
COUAD4 72 1 178 176 158 160 
-.25
COUAD4 73 1 176 164 156 158 
-.25
CQUAD4 74 1 164 144 142 156 
-.25
COUAD4 75 1 144 130 128 142 
-.25
COUAD4 76 1 .130 116 114 128 
-.25
COUAD4 77 1 116 102 100 114 -.25
COUAD4 78 1 102 88 86 100 .25
COUAD4 79 88 74 72 86 
-.25
COUAD4 80 1 74 60 58 72 
-.25
COUAD4 81 1 60 46 44 58 
-.25
COUAD4 82 1 46 32 30 44 
-.25
COUAD4 83 1 32 18 16 30 -.75
C0UAI4 84 1 18 4 2 16 
-.25
COUAD4 85 85 197 195 201 207 .125
COUAD4 86 85 195 189 186 201 .125
COUAD4 87 85 189 173 171 186 .125
CQUAD4 88 85 173 153 151 171 .125
CQUAD4 89 85 153 139 137 151 .125
CUUAD4 90 85 139 125 123 137 .125
CQUAD4 91 85 125 111 109 123 .125
CQUAD4 92 85 111 97 95 109 .125
COUAD4 93 85 97 83 81 95 .125
COUAD4 94 85 83 69 67 81 .125
COIJAD4 95 85 69 55 53 67 .125
CQUAD4 96 85 55 41 39 53 .125
COUADI 97 85 41 27 25 39 .125
COUAD4 98 85 27 13 II 25 .125
COUAD4 99 05 207 201 200 206 .125
COUAD4 100 85 201 186 185 200 .125
COUAD4 101 e5 16 171 169 185 .125
COUAD4 102 85 171 151 149 169 .125
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("OIADi 103 85 151 137 135 149 .125
COUAD4 104 85 137 123 121 135 .125
CQUADI 105 85 123 109 107 121 .125
CQUADI 106 85 109 95 93 107 .125
COUAD4 107 05 95 81 79 93 .125
COUAD4 108 05 01 b7 65 79 .125
CQUAD4 109 85 67 53 51 65 .125
COUAD4 110 85 53 39 3/ 51 .125
CQUAD4 111 85 39 25 23 37 .125
CQUAN4 112 85 25 11 9 23 .125
COUAD4 113 85 206 200 199 205 .125
CQUAD4 114 65 200 185 183 199 .125
C UAM4 11 65 185 169 167 183 .125
COUAD4 116 85 169 149 147 167 .125
COUADI 117 85 149 135 133 147 .125
COUAD4 118 85 135 121 119 133 .125
COUADI 119 85 121 107 105 119 125
COUAD4 120 85 107 93 91 105 .125
COUADI 121 85 93 79 77 91 .125
CQUAD4 122 65 79 65 63 77 .125
COUAD4 123 85 65 51 49 63 .125
COUAD4 124 85 51 37 35 49 .125
CQUAD4 125 85 37 23 21 35 .125
CQUAD4 126 85 23 9 7 21 .125
CGUAD4 127 85 205 199 191 193 .125
COUAD4 128 8$ 199 183 181 191 .125
COUAD4 129 85 183 167 165 181 .125
CQUAD4 130 65 i6 141 145 165 .125
COIAD4 131 85 147 133 131 145 .125
COUAD4 132 85 133 119 117 131 .125
COUADI 133 85 119 105 103 117 .125
COUAD4 134 85 105 91 09 103 .125
COOAD 135 85 91 77 75 89 .125
COUAD4 136 85 77 63 61 75 .125
COUAD4 137 85 63 49 47 61 .125
CQUADI 138 85 49 35 33 47 .125
COUAD4 139 85 35 21 19 33 .125
COUAD4 140 85 21 7 5 19 .125
COUAD4 141 85 193 191 177 179 .125
COUAD4 142 85 191 181 1,5 177 .125
COUAD4 143 85 181 165 163 175 .125
CQUAD4 144 85 165 145 143 163 .125
COUAD4 145 85 145 131 129 143 .125
CQUAD4 146 85 131 117 115 129 .125
COUAD4 147 85 117 103 101 115 .125
COUAD4 148 8 103 89 87 101 .125
COUAO4 149 85 89 75 73. 87 .125
COUAD4 150 85 75 61 59 73 .125
CGUAD4 151 85 61 47 45 59 .125
CQUAD4 152 05 47 33 31 45 .125
COUAD4 153 85 33 19 17 31 .125
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CQUAD4 154 85 19 5 3 17 .125
CQUADI 155 05 1"19 177 159 161 .125
COUAD4 156 65 177 175 157 159 .125
COUAD4 157 05 175 163 155 157 .125
COUAD4 158 85 163 143 141 155 .125
CQUAD4 159 05 143 129 127 HII .125
CQUAD4 160 85 129 115 113 127 .125
COUAD4 161 85 115 101 99 113 .125
COUAD4 162 85 101 87 85 99 .125
CQUAD4 163 85 87 73 71 85 .125
CQUAD4 164 85 73 59 57 71 .125
COUAD4 165 85 59 45 43 57 .125
UQUAD4 166 85 45 31 29 43 .125
COUAD4 167 85 31 17 15 29 .125
COUAD4 168 85 17 3 1 15 .125
CHEIA 169 2 198 196 204 209 197 195 £ 169
#E 169 201 207
CHEIA 170 2 196 190 188 204 195 189 £ 170
IE 170 186 201
CHEXA 171 2 190 174 172 188 189 173 E 171
4E 171 171 186
CHEXA 172 2 174 154 152 172 173 153 E 172
4E 172 151 171
CHEXA 173 2 154 140 138 152 153 139 £ 173
#E 173 137 151
CHEXA 174 2 140 126 124 138 139 125 E 174
QE 174 123 137
CHEIA 175 .2 126 112 110 124 125 111 E 175
4E 175 109 123
CHEA 176 2 112 98 96 110 111 97 E 176
#E 176 95 109
CHEA 177 2 98 84 82 96 97 83 E 177
QE 177 81 95
CHEIA 178 2 84 70 68 82 83 69 E 178
*E 178 67 81
CHEXA 179 2 70 56 54 68 69 55 E 179
IE 179 53 67
CHEIA 180 2 56 42 40 54 55 41 E 180
#E 160 39 53
CHEXA 181 2 42 28 26 40 41 27 E 181
IE 181 25 39
CHEIA 182 2 28 14 12 26 27 13 E 182
'E 102 11 25
CHEXA 183 2 209 204 203 210 207 201 £ 183
'E 103 200 206
CHEKA 184 2 204 168 187 203 201 186 R 184
IE 184 185 200
CHEXA 185 2 188 172 170 187 186 171 £ 185
'E 185 169 185
CHEIA 186 2 172 152 150 170 171 151 E 1d6
*E 166 149 169
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CHEXA 187 2 152 138 136 150 151 137 E 187
iE 187 135 149
CHEXA 188 2 138 124 122 136 137 123 E 188
*E 188 121 135
CHEXA 169 2 124 110 108 122 123 109 E 189
E 189 107 121
CHEXA 190 2 110 96 94 108 109 95 E 190
'E 190 93 107
CHEXA 191 2 96 82 80 94 95 81 E 191
fE 191 79 93
CIIEIA 192 2 82 68 66 80 81 67 9 192
#F 192 65 79
CHELA 193 2 68 54 52 66 67 53 E 193
fE 193 51 65
CHEIA 194 2 54 40 38 52 53 39 E 194
'E 194 37 51
CHEXA 195 2 40 26 24 38 39 25 E 195
'E 195 23 37
CHEXA 196 2 26 12 10 24 25 11 E 196
4E 196 9 23
CHELA 197 2 210 203 202 208 206 200 E 197
'E 197 199 205
CHELA 198 2 203 187 184 202 200 185 9 198
'E 198 183 199
CHELA 199 2 187 170 168 184 185 169 9 199
fs 199 167 183
CHEZA 200 2 170 150 148 168 169 149 E 200
IE 200 147 1'67
CHEXA 201 2 150 136 134 148 149 135 E 201
IE 201 133 147
CHEXA 202 2 136 122 120 134 135 121 E 202
4E 202 119 133
CHEXA 203 2 122 108 106 120 121 107 E 203
#E 203 105 119
CHEXA 204 2 108 94 92 106 107 93 £ 204
fE 204 91 105
CHEIA 205 2 94 80 78 92 93 79 E 205
'E 205 77 91
CHEXA 206 2 80 66 64 78 79 65 E 206
OE 206 63 77
CHEXA 207 2 66 52 50 64 65 51 E 207
fE 207 49 63
CHEJA 208 2 52 38 36 50 51 37 E 208
'E 208 35 49
CHEXA 209 2 38 24 22 36 37 23 E 209
#E 209 21 35
CHEXA 210 2 24 10 8 22 23 9 E 210
'Q 210 7 21
CHEXA 211 2 208 202 19Z 194 205 199 E 211
'E 21 19, 193
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CIIEXA 212 2 202 184 182 192 199 183 E 212
#F 212 181 191
CHEXA 213 2 184 168 166 182 183 167 E 213
iE 213 165 181
CIIEIA 214 2 168 148 146 166 167 147 E 214
,E 214 145 165
CIIEXA 215 2 140 134 132 146 147 133 E 215
'E 215 131 145
CHEXA 216 2 134 120 118 132 133 119 K 216
#E 216 117 131
CHEXA 217 2 120 106 104 118 119 105 E 217
'K 217 103 117
CHEXA 218 2 106 92 90 104 105 91 E 218
#E 21Z 89 103
CI4EXA 219 2 92 78 76 90 91 77 E 219
4E 219 75 89
CHEXA 220 2 78 64 62 76 77 63 E 220
4E 220 61 75
CHEXA 221 2 64 50 48 62 63 49 E 221
fE 221 47 61
CHEXA 222 2 50 36 34 48 49 35 K 222
fE 222 33 47
CHEXA 223 2 36 22 20 34 35 21 E 223
4E 223 19 33
CHEXA 224 2 22 8 6 20 21 7 K 224
#E 224 5 19
CHEXA 225 2 194 192 178 180 193 191 E 225
#E 225 177 179
CUEXA 226 2 192 182 176 178 191 181 E 226
#E 226 175 177
CHEXA 227 2 182 166 164 176 181 165 E 227
4E 227 163 175
CHELA 228 2 166 146 144 164 165 145 1 228
fK 228 143 163
CHELA 229 2 146 132 130 144 145 131 9 229
fE 229 129 143
CHEIA 230 2 132 118 116 130 131 117 K 230
4E 230 115 129
CHEXA 231 2 118 104 102 116 117 103 K 231
#K 231 101 115
CHEXA 232 2 104 90 88 102 103 89 E 232
'E 232 87 101
CHEXA 233 2 90 76 74 68 89 75 E 233
fK 233 73 87
CHEXA 234 2 76 62 60 74 75 61 K 234
#K 234 59 73
CHEIA 235 2 62 48 46 60 61 47 K 235
4K 235 45 59
CHEXA 236 2 48 34 32 46 47 33 K 236
'E 236 31 45
CHEXA 237 2 34 20 18 32 33 19 K 237
iE 237 17 31
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CHEXA 236 2 20 6 4 18 19 5 E 230
4 E 238 3 17
CHEIA 239 2 180 170 160 162 179 1'17 E 239
iF 239 159 161
CHERA 240 2 170 176 158 160 177 175 E 240
'E 240 157 159
CHEIA 241 2 176 164 156 158 175 163 E 241
IE 241 155 157
CHEXA 242 2 164 144 142 156 163 143 E 242
iE 242 141 155
CHEXA 243 2 144 130 128 142 143 129 E 243
f E 243 127 141
ACHEIA 244 2 130 .'16 114 128 129 115 E 244
*E 244 113 127
CHEXA 245 2 116 102 100 114 115 101 E 245
4E 245 99 113
CHEXA 246 2 102 80 06 100 101 67 E 246
'E 246 85 99
CHEXA 247 2 88 74 72 86 67 73 E 247
4E 247 71 85
CREXA 248 2 74 60 58 72 73 591E 240
I£ 248 57 71
CHEXA 249 2 60 46 44 58 59 45£E 249
#E 249 43 57
CHEXA 250 2 46 32 30 44 45 31 E 250
QF 250 29 43
CHEIA 251 2 32 18 16 30 31 17 E 251
4E 251 15 29
CHEIA 252 '2 18 4 2 16 17 3£E 252
4E 252 1 15
PSHELL 1 1 0.50000 1 1.12200 1
PSHELL 85 1 0.25000 1 1.12200 1
p51 id ,2,2
mal,l,1.0e7, ,0.33,Z.50e-4
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